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Abstract
Collision detection on industrial digital mock-up is one of the challenging problems for real-time interaction in virtual reality applications. The fast increase of graphics hardware performance, multiplication of cores number and recent improvements on their programmability, bring new directions to the optimisation of collision detection algorithms. Since few years methods appear handling General-Purpose Processing on Graphics Processing Unit (GPGPU) and more recently using multi-cores. We present in this survey an analysis on new trends in collision detection performance and we study the use from GPU to grid for virtual reality applications. We not only deal with algorithmic improvement but we propose a first approach on the new link-up between two fields of computer graphics, namely virtual reality (collision detection) and computers performance.
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1. Introduction

Industrial applications of virtual reality (VR) become more and more sized and the performance level for a real-time interaction of users is no longer satisfying. From more than thirty years, collision detection became the principal bottleneck of real-time VR applications. Collision detection (CD) is a wide field dealing with, apparently, an easy problem: determine if two (or several) objects collide. It is used in several domains namely physically-based simulation, computer animation, robotics, mechanical simulations (medical, biology, cars industry…), haptics applications and video games. In all of these applications, real-time performance, efficiency and robustness are more and more required.

During several years, people work on different collision detection approaches but recently, few papers appear dealing with a new type of problem: speeding up the detection using hardware power (CPU and GPU) [27, 44].

In the wide range of collision detection algorithms we can notice that recent articles [11, 22] have a low complexity and provide perfect collision detection. But used with million and million of objects in a huge environment, they are inefficient for a real-time interaction. We may hope a constant evolution of processors power to resolve the real-time problem but trend is no more on that but rather in the processors multiplication. Hardware graphics is also subjected to an impressive power evolution. So it appears that having a different look on the real-time collision detection problem centred on hardware performance can not be ignored.

In the following section 2 gives a brief survey on collision detection algorithms. In section 3 we describe the hardware and architecture evolution, followed by software and middleware evolution in section 4. We present in section 5, a survey on the new link-up between collision detection and architecture performance. At the end we expose our personal point of view on this new link-up.

2. Collision detection

We now expose a short survey on the collision detection, for more details we refer to excellent surveys on the topic [24, 30, 32, 46]. Collision detection has generated a wide range of problems families: convex or non-convex objects, 2-Body or N-Body simulations, rigid or deformable objects, continual or discrete methods. Algorithms are also linked to geometric used models (polygonal, Constructive Solid Geometry (CSG), implicit or parametric functions). All of these problems reveal the high complexity and difficulty of this field of study.

Given n moving objects in a virtual environment, testing all objects pairs tend to perform \( O(n^2) \)
pairwise checks. When \( n \) is large it becomes a computational bottleneck. Collision detection is, since Hubbard [23], represented and built as a pipeline. This one is composed by three parts namely, broad-phase, narrow-phase and exact-phase (core-phase). The goal of this pipeline is to apply successive filters in order to break down the \( O(n^2) \) complexity. These filters provide an increasing efficiency and robustness during the pipeline traversal. As input, the pipeline takes all the geometric data of the simulation and feeds in output the collision response module. Nowadays pipeline is shared in two phases: broad and narrow phases (exact phase being included in narrow-phase). The first part of the pipeline, called the broad-phase, is in charge of a quick and efficient removal of the objects pairs that are apparently not in collision. In the other hand, narrow-phase is in charge of determining exact collision detection.

2.1 Exact collision detection

The narrow phase constitutes the pairwise tests within subgroups of potentially colliding objects. We present important parts of exact collision detection starting by basic tests between polyhedrons, following with bounding volumes and their hierarchies.

2.1.1 Basic tests

In case of polygonal representations, tests are made on objects primitives. With CSG representations, tests are made on elementary geometrical objects (cubes, cones…). Implicit function or parametric surface representations involve tests with membership function. We present different algorithms used to detect collision with polygonal representation.

Detection between convex polyhedrons

It is easy to imagine that two objects separated by a plan don’t intersect. Beginning with this assumption, different methods have been proposed to compute this separating plan. Some of them use a vectorial product exploiting temporal coherence or compute a bounded distance between objects to build a separating plan [16].

Other methods proposed to determine inter-objects distance. The most famous one is the GJK algorithm [15] that uses Minkowski difference on polyhedrons. A lot of GJK algorithm improvements have been proposed:

- ‘Enhancing GJK’ [8] uses hill climbing method to optimize computing time.
- ‘ISA-GJK’ [6] uses data caching to increase performances and uses a faster method to build separating plan using temporal coherence.


Lin-Canny approach [33] or Voronoi Marching was the first algorithm working with objects primitives. Space around objects is divided in Voronoi regions that allow detecting closest features pairs between polyhedrons. The V-Clip algorithm [34] operates on a pair of polyhedron, defining closest points between pairs in terms of closest features of the polyhedron. Another way to compute distance between objects is to perform pre-computations on polyhedrons in order to reduce intersection detection complexity.

It is also possible to compute the interpenetration between two objects. Several approaches use GJK algorithm to compute penetration depth [8]. Gregory et al. [20] propose to extend Voronoï marching method coupling with temporal coherence. Given direction, depth penetration can be compute with Dobkin’s hierarchy [12]. The use of normals space to find translation direction has been proposed [28]. More recently, a method detects interpenetration with ray casting [22].

Detection between non-convex polyhedrons

Algorithms described previously are suited for convex polyhedrons, use it with non-convex objects and they would do mistakes on the non-collision detection or collision non-detection.

To avoid expensive computing time, most of approaches use a bounding volume hierarchy that allows creating series converging to minimal distance [25]. Quinlan [38] uses spheres to prune parts of his models, Sato et al. [41] propose to couple Quinlan’s spheres-trees with GJK algorithm. Other methods propose to find a separating plan with points of one object in the negative side and points of the other in the positive side [49].

It is also possible to test objects primitives in order to determine if a vertice of an object is inside another one or if a segment intersects an object face [7]. Comparisons on objects triangles [35] or rectangles are possible.

To compute penetration depth between non-convex objects, Fisher et al. [14] show that using Minkowski sum can have a \( O(n^2) \) complexity. Dobkin et al. [12] propose a method to compute this penetration between a non-convex object and a convex one, but with two non-convex objects, complexity becomes too high. A trivial approach consists in separating object into convex parts and computing penetration between overlapping convex parts [28]. Distance fields can also be used for the penetration depth computing [14].

2.1.2 Bounding Volume

Most of strategies use bounding volume hierarchies to perform collision tests. There are a lot of
bounding volume such as sphere [23], Axis-Aligned-Bounding-Box AABBs [5], Oriented-Bounding-Box OBBs [17], discrete oriented polytopes (k-DOP) [48] or convex hulls. As explained in [13], many other types of volume have been suggested as bounding volume namely, sphere-swept volumes, cones, cylinders, spherical shells, ellipsoids and zonotopes. Using bounding volume (BV) to perform tests before testing the object itself, highly improves performance. Although tests have been simplified, to test collision between two objects, the same pairwise check is still performed. Bounding volume hierarchies (BVH) allow arranging BV into a tree hierarchy in order to reduce the number of tests to perform. An excellent description on these BVH and a comparison between their performance can be found in [13, 30]. Construction of these trees is performed according to three primary categories: top-down, bottom-up and insertion.

Deformable objects are very challenging for BVH because hierarchy structures (trees) have to be updated when an object deforms itself. As trees can not be updated at each time step, better solutions are compulsory [5, 46].

2.2 Accelerative steps

Broad-phase algorithms are classified into three main families [30], namely brute force method with bounding volumes, spatial hashing and topological and cinematic methods.

2.2.1 Brute force

Brute force approach is based on comparing bounding volumes of the overall objects pairs to determine if they are in collision or not. This test is very exhaustive because of its $O(n^2)$ pairwise checks.

2.2.2 Spatial partitioning

Spatial hashing method is based on a simple rule: two objects situated in distant space sides have no chance to collide during next time step. To divide space into unit cells several methods have been proposed: regular grid [36], octree [3], quad-tree, Binary Space Partitioning (BSP), $k$-d tree structure [4] or voxels. Subdivisions made on space can be independent from the environment [4] and can also be given by it. This technique is only accurate when the environment is static (2-body context). It is also possible to use tetrahedron meshing or use a constraints set projected on a high-dimensional space (six dimensions) [9]. Teschner et al. [45] employ a hash function to compress a potentially infinite regular spatial grid.

2.2.3 Topology and cinematic

Topology methods are based on the positions of objects in relation to others. A couple of objects that are too far one to the other is deleted. One of the most famous methods is called the “Sweep and Prune” [10] approach and consists in projecting objects coordinates on axis. If the projection reveals an overlapping of objects coordinates, they are probably in collision and they are then given to narrow-phase. This method is, in general, used with bounding volume like AABBs [10] or OBBs [40] (Figure 1).

On the contrary, the cinematic approach takes care of the objects movement, if objects are moving away, they can not collide. Vanecek [47] used cinematic of the objects and back-face culling technique to speed up collision detection.

![Figure 1: “Sweep and Prune” with oriented-bounding boxes.](image)

3. Hardware and Architecture evolution

We now expose the evolution of computer hardware and architecture that can be used to improve collision detection. First we start with a presentation of graphics hardware (GPU) that has been highly improved those last years. We then present evolution of CPU from simple-core to multi-core and many-core. We introduce several features of the architecture evolution in order to take care of it during collision detection optimisation. At last, we briefly present the cluster and grid architectures, their use and different problems that can be encountered in performing real-time collision detection.

3.1 GPU evolution

Recent years have seen the evolution of graphics hardware from fixed function units toward an increasingly programmable graphics pipeline. Contrary to CPU, Graphics Processing Unit (GPU) has a very important power evolution since few
years (cf. Figure 2). This impressive evolution can be explained by the way that in one hand, CPU is a generalist processor (cf. Figure 4) that deals with ordinary data expressing a high level of dependencies, several of its components are in charge of the data stream control while its memory latency period is hidden by data caching. In the other hand GPU processors are well-suited to highly parallelisable computations (cf. Figure 5a). It deals with independent data so it does not need a sophisticated data stream control and its memory latency period is hidden by computations. For instance, we compare principal graphics cards of ATI\(^1\) and Nvidia\(^2\) in 2008 (cf. Figure 2).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>CPU Vs GPU - Power compared in GFlops</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CPU</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2003</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2004</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2005</td>
<td>200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2006</td>
<td>300</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2007</td>
<td>400</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Figure 2: Comparison of recent graphics cards of Nvidia and ATI.*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ATI Radeon HD 4870 (RV770)</th>
<th>Nvidia GeForce GTX 280 (G200)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>800 ALUs = 160 x 5</td>
<td>240 ALUs + 60 SFU</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>512Mo Ram(GDDR5)</td>
<td>1024Mo Ram(GDDR3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bw = 115,2Gb/s</td>
<td>141,7 Gb/s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1,2 TFlops</td>
<td>933,12 GFlops</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Figure 3: Comparison of the CPU and GPU evolution from 2003 to 2007.*

GPU can be imaged (in the GeForce 8800 version) as a big computing unit with 16 cells of 8 ALUs (Arithmetic Logical Unit) handling each one 4 threads. These 16 cells are able to manipulate all current instructions on 512 threads, with a flow of 256 operations per cycle. GeForce 8800 has been described as a GPU equipped with 128 processors allocated to 8 high frequency partitions (1350 MHz).

Bandwidth on GPU is also higher than on CPU [37] but a fundamental problem of performing computations on GPU is the bandwidth between CPU and GPU (only 4 GB/s). A recent solution\(^*\) proposes to hide data-transferring time by using concurrent memory copy (between CPU and GPU) and execution on GPU.

\(^*\) Workshop on GPU supercomputing – 16-01-2009 - Taiwan (H.Y. Schive, T. Chieuh & Y. C. Tsai)

3.2 CPU evolution

Compared to actual outlook, it seems clear that Gordon Moore was a lucky man. Since 1965, he predicts a duplication of the number of transistors on a microprocessor each two years. During more than forty years, this guesswork seems exact but we know now that physical limits (power and heat) prevent this duplication. Nowadays trend tends to be duplication of cores (cf. Figure 5b) in computers and parallel architectures. The first personal computer with a core-duo arrived in 2005 with AMD\(^1\) followed by Intel\(^3\). In 2006 Sun\(^4\) presented its new octo-core called Niagara2. Intel presents last year a 32 in-order x86 cores [42] and Sun recently announce 80 cores computer. Another emerging CPU concept is many-core: the computer dynamically adapts the number of active cores with respect to the user needs. Many-core is useful because when people do not need the entire power of cores, computer turns off some of them.

Until now, 3D objects and virtual environments grew up in parallel to processor power, so researchers were continuously looking for improvements on the collision detection algorithms in order to increase their precision, robustness and efficiency [11, 22]. But now, processors power stays roughly constant while virtual environments are more and more sized, so new scientific contributions are not only in the algorithms improvement but also in the algorithms architecture modification. As we can not hope a continual evolution of processors we have now to study what it is possible to do with multi-core in collision detection algorithms.

Nowadays it is impossible to present CPU without dealing with central memory handling. Indeed, on a multi or many cores, there is a very complex cache handling between cores. This handling is continously improved to increase computer


\(^3\) [http://www.intel.com/](http://www.intel.com/)

performance. Cache and memory handling is another point that cannot be ignored in the optimisation of the collision detection performance.

3.3 Clusters and Supercomputers

A cluster, imaged as a computer grape, is a powerful engine with high performance that can be useful for real-time collision detection. It is composed by localised machines connected through a local network (for instance Ethernet or Giga-Ethernet). In comparison to distributed units in GPU and multi or many cores in CPU, a cluster, with a higher scale, can be seen as a many or multi computers machine (cf. Figure 5c). A survey [39] has been done on different approaches that have been developed to use PC clusters for virtual reality applications. This survey also presents middle-ware allowing using maximum of cluster performances (section 4).

Differences between a cluster and a supercomputer become very thin because they use same CPUs and GPUs connected with a high performance network working on the same Operating System. Contrary to personal computers, clusters and supercomputers receive great attention on their communication architecture. The problem changes when you have to manage 10, 50, 500 or 2000 nodes. Several network topologies have been proposed, for instance: cubes, hypercube or torus.

3.4 Grids

A grid computing is an infrastructure composed by a mass of non-homogenous informatics resources (PC-clusters, computers, servers, mobiles…). Grid sites are geographically separated and it is usually used for huge scientific computations (cf. Figure 5d). A grid is a bit different than clusters and computers because it is not in the parallel computing world but rather in the distributed world. A middleware is integrated into grids in order to abstract all resources and so to exploit computation power (processor, memory,…). Using a grid can reveal some more important problems than on clusters because of the resources volatility, the access rights and the latency time. Communication between grid resources is done with optical fibre and every one knows that its bandwidth physical limit is light speed. But as optical fibres go through signals amplifiers, bandwidth is reduced. This speed reduction has to be taking account into distributed computation for real-time interaction. Algorithms that would work on grid have to be more predictive than detective due to the latency. These algorithms have also to provide a dynamic resources management because of their volatility.

Figure 5: Comparison of simplified architectures of GPU, quad-core, PC-Cluster and grid.
3.5 Conclusion

For any architectural levels from GPU to grid, we can notice a fractal-like hierarchy (cf. Figure 5). In this figure, even if architectures schemes have been obviously simplified, they are still representative. In all of them, there are several computational units and a lot of memories and caches units through communication architectures.

4. Software and Middlewares evolution

Computer architecture is able to provide high computational performance. To fully exploit this power we need well-suited software tools and middleware. Given that our future goal is not to propose a new architecture disposition or a new cache handling, we now focus on available tools allowing the use of the overall computer power. We follow the same previous plan to present middleware from GPU to grid.

4.1 GPGPU

General-purpose Processing on Graphics Processing Unit is the technique allowing graphics hardware (GPU) to perform computations traditionally reserved to CPU. A survey has been published [37] on GPGPU focusing on a simple presentation of GPGPU applications.

Using graphics cards in order to increase mathematical computations is not recent. During the nineties, some researchers use rasterizer and Z-Buffer of the graphics cards to accelerate path, for instance, path finding or Voronoï printing. But revolution appears in 2003 with evolved shaders allowing matrix computations on graphics cards. From this year, a SIGGRAPH7 section is dedicated to this new computation technique. To handle GPU in 2003, OpenGL or Direct3D were essential. Brook was the first C language extension that allowed using GPU as a co-processor for parallel computations. Recently (2007) Nvidia developed a language and a software called CUDA6 (Compute Unified Device Architecture) exploiting GPU’s power, using principles of parallel programming with threads. This API can be seen as a C language extension and its assembly language is PTX. As depicted in Figure 6, CUDA offers two API:

- An high level one : CUDA Runtime
- An low level one : CUDA Driver

The third software layer is a librairies set: CUBLAS for linear algebra computations and CUFFT for signal treatment computations.

Figure 6: CUDA Architecture.

4.2 OpenCL

OpenCL7 (Open Computing Language), performed by Khronos7 is the first open standard for general-purpose parallel programming (GPGPU) of heterogeneous systems. It is analogous to OpenGL and OpenAL that are open industry standards for 3D graphics. It is a framework for writing programs executed on heterogeneous platforms (CPUps, GPUs and other processors). It includes a language based on C99 that is a modern dialect of C. Khronos argues that molecular and fluid dynamics simulations will match very well to GPUs with OpenCL. The OpenCL 1.0 specifications and

\[ \text{http://www.nvidia.com/object/cuda_home.html} \]

\[ \text{http://www.khronos.org/opencl/} \]
header files are available but not the implementation yet.

4.3 Middleware

In order to have an efficient use of computer or cluster power, a well-suited middleware is needed. The goal of a middleware is to give an abstract view of all hardware components to connect applications code to run-time infrastructure. In our study, we focus on grid and cluster middlewares providing a thin granularity of the architecture to users but having their own specificities.

Cluster Middleware

The main difficulty of a cluster middleware is first, to provide an efficient assembling and distribution of the overall components, and also to keep the application coherence. Kerrighed is an operating system working on cluster and providing a unique view of the overall nodes. It can be compared to a multi-processors machine with shared memory. FlowVR [1] is a cluster middleware dedicated to VR applications and it can also be implemented on a grid environment. These clusters middlewares provide both an abstract view and a thin granularity of resources.

Grid Middleware

To present grid middleware, we take a project example called XTreemOS. The main objective of the XTreemOS project is the design, implementation, evaluation and distribution of an open source Grid operating system that can work on a wide range of platforms, from clusters to mobiles. The system is installed on each participating machine offering a single system view and giving the illusion to use a traditional computer. As we noticed previously, latency time is an incompressible physical limit, so even if grid middlewares provide good resources abstraction, collision detection algorithms have to be adapted to take into account this latency. Algorithms have also to provide an efficient dynamic resources management.

5. Collision detection and new architectures

Recent years have seen an increasing interest of performing collision detection algorithms taking into account computer architecture. We present three main families of architecture-based algorithms: GPU, Multi-threads and Multi-cores.

5.1 GPU-based algorithm

Image-based algorithms have been proposed to exploit the growing computational power of graphics hardware. GPU is very efficient in rasterisation of polygons; GPU-based collision detection algorithms rasterise the objects and perform either 2D or 2.5-D overlap tests in screen space [19]. Given several objects meshes, it returns pairs of objects primitives that are then computed on the CPU. A good advantage of using graphics hardware is the un-use of precomputed volumetric data structures and its use with rigid or deformable objects. GPU can also be useful to compute distance fields using a uniform spatial grid [43]. Furthermore, visibility computations can be performed using occlusion queries and used to compute both intra- and inter-object collisions among multiple objects [18]. A technique using image-space have been proposed and compared to a CPU-based implementation; results show that GPU accelerates collision detection in complex environments but CPU-based methods provides more flexibility and better performance in small environments [21]. Broad-phase is also made with GPU using image-space visibility queries [19]. Cinder [29] is an algorithm exploiting GPU to implement a ray-casting method to detect collision. When a ray strikes an edge, a count of the difference in the number of back-facing and front-facing polygons lying between the edge point and the ray’s origin at the viewport is made. GPU-based algorithms for self-collision and cloth animation have also been introduced by Govindaraju et al. [18]. An efficient backward voxel-based AABB hierarchy method was proposed to handle deformable surfaces that are highly compressed using graphics hardware [2].

5.2 Multi-threads based algorithm

Since few years, researchers are working on the implementation of multithreaded algorithms in collision detection and more precisely in dynamics molecular simulation. Lewis et al. [31] propose a new multithreaded algorithm to simulate planetary rings. An evaluation of the performance of a parallelized back-end of the pipeline has been made by Zachmann [49] and shows that if the environment density is large compared to the number of processors, then good speed-ups can be noticed. This evaluation did not parallelize the other phases of the pipeline.

5.3 Multi-cores based algorithm

Very recently, few papers appear dealing with new parallel collision detection algorithms using multi-cores. Tang & al. [44] propose to use a hierarchical
representation to accelerate collision detection queries and an incremental algorithm exploiting temporal coherence, the overall is distributed among multiple cores. They obtained a 4X-6X speed-up on a 8-cores based on several deformable models. Kim & al [27] propose to use a feature-based bounding volume hierarchy (BVH) to improve the performance of continuous collision detection. They also propose novel task decomposition methods for their BVH-based collision detection and dynamic task assignment methods. They obtained a 7X-8X speed-up using a 8-cores compared to a single-core.

6. Revisited CD pipeline

Through this survey, it appears that the architecture of collision detection algorithms needs to be improved to face real-time interaction. In this way, we are thinking about reviews of the collision detection pipeline. We work on a global parallelisation of the pipeline in order to avoid starvation of each phase. They would not stop and run continuously during simulation. Broad-phase is still pruning un-colliding objects pairs and feeds an object pairs buffer that is, in the same time, used by narrow-phase to provide exact tests. This pipeline can be imagined as a double-buffer with access control. This parallelised pipeline would adapt itself on different hardware architectures. For instance this architecture would provide a very efficient, robust and fast broad-phase that would work on several GPUs. Then architecture would provide a narrow-phase working on multi-cores.

We have designed a novel view of a tri-dimensional collision detection pipeline (cf. Figure 8). The sequential pipeline has been revisited as a parallel pipeline working with broad and exact phase using buffers. Contrary to sequential pipeline, we propose to add a third dimension. This new dimension is the architecture showing that one phase can be done on GPUs and another on CPUs or one part of phase. This 3D pipeline might be dimensioned for a cluster or grid architecture. We also imagine running a collision detection system on grid, taking into account latency time. On the overall distributed machines predictive algorithms would compute possibly colliding sets of objects and local machines would compute exact collision.

7. Conclusion

We have presented in this survey new trends in collision detection performance quest. With the wide range of available architecture from GPU to grid, we have shown that developing new models taking into account computer power is essential to expect real-time interaction in large-scale environment. The link-up between virtual reality and computer performance has to be more and more studied and reinforced. Future algorithms providing a real-time interaction have to be performed through the use of GPGPU, multithreads, multi or many-cores processors with memory and cache handling and cluster or grid architecture.

Figure 8: Example of a new tri-dimensional collision detection pipeline.
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